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Abstract

In light of the significant impacts on global economy both nations and firms witnessed 
a dramatic advancement of information and communication technology (ICT). There 
was particularly bi-polarization between ICT advanced and growing economies 
compelling a vicious cycle between ICT advancement and its productivity decline in 
these economies. The institutional sources of resilience were analyzed. On the basis of 
an empirical analysis comparing technopreneurial performance in world top 500 ICT 
firms by market value, sales and profit over the last decade, resilient firms maintaining 
world top 100 position by all three values over the whole period were identified.  
Institutional sources enabling resilient firms maintain leading position can largely 
be attributed to co-evolutionary acclimatization ability, which harnesses the vigor of 
emerging power of counterparts both in home countries and in advanced countries as 
well as growing economies in a co-evolutional way. Such ability maximizes synergy 
between efficiency and resilience in their technopreneurial management. Contrasting 
business model in global ICT firms with and without resilience structure suggests the 
sources of emerging trap due to ICT advancement and endorsed the significance of 
co-evolutionary acclimatization. This suggests the significance of institutional co-
evolution between ICT advanced and growing economies that enables both economies 
to harness the vigor of partners for global sustainability.

Keywords: Resilience, Institutional Source, ICT Leaders, Co-evolutionary Acclima-
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays “sudden death” is becoming popular on the forefront of 
competitiveness race in high-technology firms. Contrary to notable 
profits in Japan’s leading automobile firms such as Toyota, Nissan 

and Honda, majority of its electric machinery firms (which are global ICT 
firms) such as Panasonic, Sony and Sharp suffered significant deficits. 
Similar bi-polarization can be observed in the global competitive race 
between ICT advanced economies and ICT growing economies. Contrary to 
a conspicuous economic growth in the latter, the former suffers from greater 
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stagnation (Cowen, 2011) except Singapore (Zhao et al., 2013, Watanabe, 
2013).

Such a bi-polarization and subsequent “sudden death” can be attributed 
to misunderstanding the new stream beyond anticipation and unable to adapt 
to new environment as a consequence of clinging to efficiency oriented 
traditional business model. While looking at the current global socio-
economy, we can clearly observe that it is in the midst of a stage beyond 
anticipation due to such events viz., the US sub-prime mortgage crisis, the 
Lehman shock, a Euro currency crisis, Japan’s March 11 disaster, flooding in 
Thailand, Hurricane Sandy’s and powerful typhoon’s damage to New York 
and Philippines. Digitalization of manufacturing processes, a third industrial 
revolution initiated by the maker movement and also dramatic advancement 
of the Internet represent another stream of beyond anticipation that has 
shaken up the business model of firms. Trends in aging and a declining 
birthrate may also lead to a beyond anticipation world once they exceed a 
certain threshold.

In order to correspond to such new stream, optimal balance between 
efficiency and resilience in the whole perspective of innovation value chain 
encompassing emergence, diffusion and utilization would be essential.   

To date, only a few studies have pointed the significance of resilience for 
sustainability. Resilience generally means ability to recover from some shock 
or disturbance and this concept is popular particularly in ecology, physics, 
network and psychology. In materials, for example, resilience can be defined 
as the ability of a material to absorb energy when its elasticity is deformed, 
and release that energy upon unloading (Campbell, 2008). Grimm and Wissel 
(1997) postulated (i) stability, (ii) constancy, (iii) persistence, (iv) resistance, 
(v) elasticity, and (vi) domain of attraction as necessary requirements to 
resilience. These concepts have been applying broadly in economic and 
business as well as industrial and organizational safety and exploring new 
perspectives in assessing the performance of technoprenerial strategy of 
global ICT firms. Watanabe et al. (2003) postulated a concept of resilience 
as a source of survival strategy for high-technology firms. Focusing on this 
dimension they realized resilience is the ability of an ecosystem  to continue 
functioning despite occasional and severe disturbance as Marten (2001) 
defined, and more generally, the capacity of a sustained body to recover 
from, or adjust smoothly to external changes, shocks or crises. Primentel 
et al. (2000) stressed that resilience plays a significant role in maintaining 
ecological integrity. Ulanowicz (1995) identifies the role of resilience, in 
terms of this integrity, as a core function of a system consisting of vigor, 
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organization and resilience. Based on this resilience role as a core function 
for maintaining system integrity, Watanabe et al. (2003) postulated that it 
is essential for high-technology firms to set a resilient structure, thereby 
maintaining an operating income to sales while minimizing elasticity of 
factors with uncertainty. This concept could be supportive in envisioning a 
sustainable strategy for high-technology firms in global competition. Neely 
and Hii (1998) posited that the innovation capacity of a firm regards three 
important and interrelated perspectives viz., (i) culture, (ii) internal processes, 
and (iii) external environment. Ilmola and Casti (2013) defined resilience as 
a concept consisting of three elements viz., (i) adaptability (the capability 
to absorb an extreme event or shock), (ii) agility (the capacity to benefit 
from the new situation which the shock generates, and (iii) assimilation (the 
capacity for using a shock as a trigger for renewal and improvement). This 
concept prompts us the significance of transforming crises or shocks into a 
springboard for new innovation as demonstrated by Japan against the energy 
crises in the 1970s, Finland against disruption of the USSR in the beginning 
of the 1990s and Korea against Asian financial crisis in 1997 (Watanabe, 
2009a).

Notwithstanding the foregoing postulates, none has ever taken in-depth 
analysis of the institutional sources of resilience, which should be the basis 
of business model for global competition in the midst of beyond anticipation. 

Prompted by the foregoing observation, this paper analyzes the forefront 
of the new stream in global Information and Communication Technology 
(ICT) competition race. Empirical analyses focusing on the ICT driven 
developing trajectory in 100 nations and also 500 global ICT firms are 
undertaken. Based on the comparative analysis between resilient and no-
resilient trajectories, suggestions for resilient business model are extracted.

The paper reviews transnational pan-global bi-polarization phenomena 
in nations as well as global ICT firms. The study analyzes consequence of 
the bi-polarization both in nations and global ICT firms. Technopreneurial 
structure between resilient and non-resilient firms are compared. Structural 
source of the trap of ICT advancement is analyzed in the subsequent section. 
The study demonstrates lessons from resilient model both by country and 
firm. Section 6 briefly summarizes noteworthy findings, policy implications 
supportive to resilient business and also the points for future works.

Trans National Pan-global Bi-polarization

Dramatic advancement of ICT has led ICT driven logistic growth in both nations 
and global ICT firms as demonstrated in Figs. 11  and 2 (Zhao et al., 2013).
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IT by Networked Readiness Index ( NRI )

Figure1: ICT Driven Economic Development Trajectory in 100 Countries 
(2011)

Sources: The Global Information Technology Report 2012 (World Economic Forum, 2012), 
World Economic Outlook Database (IMF, 2012).

Figure 2 : ICT Driven Development Trajectory in 500 Global ICT Firms (2010) 
Source: Economics of Industrial Research and Innovation (EU, 2011).
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Such a logistic growth inevitably results in bi-polarization2 among nations as 
well as global ICT firms as demonstrated in Figs. 3 and 4 where x and y signify 
ICT (or R&D) and marginal productivity of technology increase toward the 
origin of the coordinate axes (Watanabe, 2013, Zhao et al., 2013) .

 
Figure 3: Bi-polarization of ICT Driven Economic Development Tra-

jectory in 100 Nations (2011)
Sources: The Global Information Technology Report 2012 (World Economic Forum, 2012), 
World Economic Outlook Database (IMF, 2012).

Consequently, 100 nations have split to two economies as demonstrated in 
Table 1. While ICT growing 70 nations (nations with NRI ranking 31 to 100 
in Table 1) have been enjoying a virtuous cycle between ICT advancement 
and its marginal productivity increase as generally anticipated, ICT advanced 
30 nations (NRI ranking 1 to 30) have fallen into a pit of a vicious cycle as IT 
advancement decreases its marginal productivity against anticipation.
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Table 1: Bi-polarization of Development Trajectories by Networked 
Readiness Index in 100 Nations (2011) – 1-30: ICT advanced economies (vicious cycle) 

and 31-100: ICT growing economies (virtuous cycle)

  

a Color of the country indicates: N: Eurasian, N: Oceania, N: America, N: Africa

Source: The Global Information Technology Report 2012 (World Economic Forum, 2012)

Figure 4: Bi-polarization of ICT Driven Development Trajectory in 500 
Global ICT Firms (2010)

Source: Economics of Industrial Research and Innovation (EU, 2011).

Similarly, highly R&D intensive firms among 500 global ICT firms (R&D 
matured ICT firms: 19 in 2007 and 21 in 2010) have fallen in a pit of a vicious 
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cycle between R&D investment centered by ICT and its marginal productivity 
as increase in former results in decline for the later. The remaining firms  (R&D 
increasing ICT firms) have been enjoying a virtuous cycle between them as 
R&D increase leads to productivity increase. 

Table 2 demonstrates such a contrast. Top 19 and 21 global ICT firms with 
respect to R&D investment in 2007 and 2010, respectively led by ICT giant such 
as Microsoft, Samsung and Nokia have fallen in a pit of a vicious cycle between 
their R&D investment increase and marginal productivity of technology decline.

Table 2:  Bi-polarization in 500 Global ICT Firms in 2007 and 2010 (by R&D level 
order)

Source: Industrial R&D Investment Scoreboard (EU, annual issues).
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CONSEQUENCE OF THE BI-POLARIZATION
Great Stagnation in ICT Matured Economies 
While a dramatic advancement in ICT provides strong anticipation in significant 
economic growth in ICT advanced economies, contrary to such anticipation, 
their economic growth engine has disappeared except in Singapore which ranks 
second in the world by NRI in 2011. Fig. 5 traces trends in real GDP increase 
rate in countries among ICT advanced economies by comparing those in ICT 
growing economies such as BRIC over the last half century encompassing 
industrial society (1961-1990), information society (1991-2000) and after net 
bubble bursting (2001-2010).

Looking at the Fig. 5 we clearly note that contrary to conspicuous economic 
growth in ICT growing economies, GDP growth rates in countries among ICT 
advanced economies in this century, particularly during the latter half of the 
first decade of this century have demonstrated the great stagnation (Cowen, 
2011) except Singapore.

Figure 5: Stagnation in Economic Growth in ICT Advanced Economies 

(2006-2010)

Source: World Economic Outlook Database (IMF, annual issues).

Such a contrast is not only present in the great stagnation in national level 
but also in the market competition in global ICT firms. Fig. 6 compares net 
income of Japan’s leading high-technology firms in 2011, which demonstrates 
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a conspicuous bi-polarization between firms maintaining profits and those 
suffering serious deficits. Contrary to profits in automobile firms such as Nissan, 
Toyota and Honda, majority of electric machinery firms (they are global ICT 
firms) such as Panasonic, Sony and Sharp suffered significant deficits. Under 
such circumstances, only Canon maintained conspicuous profits. Hitachi’s 
profits can be attributed to shifting to social infrastructure field not due to 
indigenous electric machinery innovation efforts. 

Significant deficits in world leading electric machinery firms (global ICT 
firms) as Panasonic, Sony and Sharp can largely be attributed to overlooking new 
beyond anticipation streams such as (i) dramatic advancement of the Internet, 
(ii) digitalization of manufacturing, (iii) new stream of emerging economies, and  
(iv) subsequent growing anger of consumers (Watanabe, 2013). 

This can be a consequence of clinging to traditional efficiency oriented 
business model without paying careful attention to resilience against new 
stream that led to foregoing bi-polarization (Watanabe, 2013).

Figure 6:  Bi-polarization of Leading High-technology Firms in Japan (2011)
Sources: Annual report of respective firms. 

ASSESSMENT OF RESILIENCE IN GLOBAL ICT FIRMS
Struck by these shocking observations, Fig. 7 assesses sustainability of high-
performance in high R&D intensive 18 firms3 which demonstrated R&D among 
matured ICT firms both in 2007 and 2010 (see Table 2) by examining sales, 
operating income and market capitalisation (market value of equity) over the 
period 2003-2010 among firms sustaining their top 100 position in the world. 
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Figure 7: Sustainability of High-performance in High R&D Intensive 18 
Firms (2003-2010)

Source: Economics of Industrial Research and Innovation (EU, 2011)

Lessons from significant deficit beyond anticipation that Japan’s leading 
global ICT firms experienced as a consequence of clinging to traditional efficiency 
oriented business model without paying careful attention to resilience against new 
stream suggest a significance of the assessment of sustainability from the view 
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point of resilience (Watanabe, 2013).
Here resilience can be defined as “ability to transform external shocks into a 

springboard for further advancement by recovering from and adjusting smoothly 
through prompt and agile reaction” (Watanabe et al., 2003, Watanabe, 2009b, 
Ilmola et al., 2013). This concept prompts us with a significance of stability 
which is a function of constancy, persistence, resistance, elasticity and domain of 
attraction (Grimm and Wissel, 1997) leading to measuring the resilience of global 
ICT firms by means of frequency (FQ). In this case, frequency can be measured 
by counting the years when examinee firms sustain their top 100 position based 
on all factors of sales, operating income and market capitalization over the period 
2003-2010. Firms, which satisfy this requirement for all 8 years can be appreciated 
based on FQ 8 while those, which failed to sustain any one factor for n years 
should be appraised as FQ (8-n). Since Panasonic and Sony lost their 100 position 
based on operating income in 2009 and 2010 due to Lehman shock in 2008, their 
FQ can be counted as 6 while Ericsson’s FQ can be 7 as it lost operating income in 
2003. Firms with FQ 8 can be classified as resilient firms while those with lower 
than FQ 7 should be classified as non-resilient firms.

Fig. 8 illustrates scheme in classifying resilient firms out of high R&D intensive 
global ICT firms (R&D matured ICT firms) and the result of the classification based 
on Fig. 7. 12 firms viz., as Microsoft, Samsung Electronics, Nokia, Intel, Siemens, 
Cisco Systems, IBM, Hitachi, Oracle, Canon, Hewlett-Packard and Apple can be 
classified under resilient firms while other 6 firms as Panasonic, Sony, Ericsson, 
Alcatel-Lucent, NEC and Motorola should be classified under non-resilient firms.                                                      

Figure 8: Scheme in Classifying Resilient Firms out of High R&D Intensive 
Global ICT Firms (HRDFs).

Source: Industrial R&D Investment Scoreboard (EU, annual issues).
a Figures in parenthesis in non-resilient firms indicate years when loosing top 100 firms position 

either R&D, operating income or market capitalization.
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RESILIENT TECHNOPRENEURIAL STRUCTURE IN RESILIENT 
GLOBAL ICT FIRMS
Based on the foregoing assessment, resilient technopreneurial structure in 
resilient global ICT firms are analyzed by comparing them with non-resilient 
firms. 

Analytical Framework
Since market value of global ICT firms is subjected to its technology intensity, 
its profitability, market exploration power, global economic condition and 
external happening, provided that it is governed by technology intensity, 
profitability of R&D, sales volume, market situation, and irregular factors, 
following equation can be depicted:

                  (1)                                                                                                 

where MC: market value of equity (market capitalization), T: gross technology 
stock, S: sales, OI: operating income, R: R&D expenditure, PMI:  Purchasing 
Manager’s Index4, D: dummy variables corresponding to the irregular external 
happenings, and a, b, c, d, e, f: coefficients.

Since )1(,
i
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where Ti: indigenous technology stock, Ts: technology knowledge stock, z: 
assimilation capacity,   : rate of obsolescence of technology, and g: increasing 
rate of R&D expenditure at the initial state of technology stock formation.

Direct contribution of technology stock to MC can be depicted as follows:

   (3)

Provided that  g+ρ  is stable, integration of equations (1) and (2) leads to the 
following equation:
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Assimilation capacity can be measured by the following equation                                          

  
b
bz 2=              (5)  
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Empirical Analysis
Based on the foregoing analytical framework, an empirical analysis was 
conducted by taking 10 selected firms, both with & without resilient structure, 
out of 18 high R&D intensive ICT firms. There are categorized in R&D 
matured ICT firms both in 2007 and 2010.

Data are constructed by utilizing statistics from EU Industrial R&D 
Investment Scoreboard, OECD, World Bank, World Economic Forum and also 
annual reports of respective firms. 

To identify the indigenous technopreneurial structure of the firms which 
are to be analyzed, Fig. 9 compares R&D intensity (R/S), operating income to 
sales (OI/S), and operating income to R&D (OI/R) in 18 high R&D intensive 
ICT firms (R&D matured ICT firms) in 2007 and 2010 (before and after the 
Lehman shock in 2008). 

 

Figure 9: Comparison of R&D Intensity, Operating Income to Sales, and Operating 
Income to R&D in 18 High R&D Intensive ICT Firms in 2007 and 2010

10 selected firms, which are analyzed include 6 resilient firms viz., Microsoft 
(US), Canon (Japan), Samsung (Korea), Apple (US), Cisco (US), Nokia 
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(Finland) and 4 non-resilient firms as Panasonic (Japan), Ericsson (Sweden), 
NEC (Japan) , Sony (Japan). Results of the analysis are presented in Table 3.

Table 3: Governing Factors of Market Value of Equity in 10 Selected Firms

ln MC = a + b lnR/S + b
2
 Ts/Ti + c lnOI/R+ d lnS + e lnPMI +f D

Firm a b b
2

c d f adj.R2 z = b
2 
/b e

Microsoft    7.835  6.813  0.008 3.141  0.722  1.755 -0.549 0.960

0.12x10-2
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1
)  8.71(*

1)

 

1.32(*
4
)

7.89(*
1
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1
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)
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3
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)
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1
)
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4
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1
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3
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)
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5
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2
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Fig. 10 compares resilient structure in 10 firms examined by highlighting 
sources of resilience through comparison of elasticity of R/S (R&D intensity), 
OI/R (operating income to R&D: R&D profitability), S (sales volume) and 
PMI (Purchasing Manager’s Index), and also spillover coefficient.

Figure 10: Comparison of Resilient Structure in Selected Firms 

Noteworthy structural characteristics leading to resilient and non-resil-
ient firms are summarized as follows:
1) RESILIENT FIRMS
i.   Microsoft demonstrates high dependency on R&D intensity (R/S) and 

profitability of R&D (OI/R) while low dependency on sales volume (S). 
This structure suggests that, as far as high profitable R&D continues that 
contributes to operating income (OI) increase, market value can be sustained 
independent of sales.

ii.    Canon demonstrates extremely high dependency on assimilation of spillover 
technology, while low dependency on profitability of R&D (OI/R). It also 
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maintains a well balanced dependency on all factors contributing to market 
value.
This structure suggests that effective utilization of external resources in 
innovation while minimizing own risk for high profitable R&D can be the 
source for resilient market value creation. Well balanced structure supports 
this resilience. 

iii. Samsung demonstrates high dependency on assimilation of spillover 
technology and R&D intensity (R/S) while not depending on market situation 
(PMI). This structure suggests that hybrid management of technology 
between indigenous R&D and assimilation spillover technology, while not 
depending on external market situation can also be the source for resilient 
market value creation.

iv. Apple demonstrates similar structure as Samsung, supporting the significance 
of such structure for resilient market value creation. It demonstrates high 
dependency on R&D intensity (R/S) and sales volume (S) while low 
dependency on profitability of R&D (OI/R) and no dependency on market 
situation (PMI). It depends also on assimilation of spillover technology. 
Given its high level of profitability of R&D (OI/R) and low level of R&D 
intensity (R/S) this structure demonstrates efficient and resilient structure as 
far as its sales volume (S) maintains competence in the market.

v.  Cisco demonstrates high dependency on R&D intensity (R/S) and market 
situation (PMI) while not depending on spillover technology as similar to 
Canon; it also maintains well balanced dependency on all factors contributing 
to market value. This structure suggests that balanced dependency between 
internal R&D effort and external market situation can lead to resilient market 
value creation.

vi. Nokia demonstrates high dependency on R&D intensity (R/S), while not 
depending on spillover technology and market situation (PMI). This structure 
suggests that sustainable R&D intensity (R/S) with reasonable profitability 
of R&D (OI/R) function can be a source of resilient market value creation. 
However, contrary to preceding structures, fragility cannot be removed from 
this structure.

2)   NON RESILIENT FIRMS

i.    Panasonic demonstrates similar structure as Cisco, while its dependency 
on profitability of R&D (OI/R) is lower than Cisco. This suggests that 
resilience of this structure can turn out to be non-resilient upon decreasing 
dependency on profitability of R&D (OI/R).
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ii. Ericsson demonstrates negative dependency on sales volume (S: sales 
increase results in decrease in market value). This implies its products 
have matured in the market and necessitate new attractive innovation.

iii. NEC demonstrates negative dependency on spillover technology and 
R&D intensity (R/S), while not depending on profitability of R&D 
(OI/R) and market situation (PMI), It only depends on sales volume 
(S). This implies that its R&D does not stimulate market value neither 
assimilate the spillover technology, which is attractive enough to increase 
its market value.

iv.  Sony demonstrates negative dependency not only on spillover technology, 
and R&D intensity (R/S) but also on profitability of R&D (OI/R) while 
not depending on market situation (PMI). Similar to NEC, it depends 
only on sales volume (S). This implies that its R&D has lost attractiveness 
in the market resulted in loosing the increase in operating income (OI) 
leading to an increase market value.

(3)  IMPLICATIONS FOR RESILIENT MARKET VALUE CREATION

Foregoing analysis suggests the following implications for resilient market 
value creation.

i. Dependency on high R&D profitability (OI/R)5 while restraining its elas-
ticity enables efficient functionality development while minimizing risk 
taking leading to resistant market value creation [Apple model].

ii. Effective utilization of external resources in innovation also enables 
minimum dependency on high risk R&D while maximizing the benefit of 
open innovation and leads to resilient market value creation [Canon model].

iii. Hybrid management of technology between indigenous R&D and 
assimilation of spillover technology can lead to resilient market value 
creation [Samsung model].

iv. While balanced dependency between internal R&D effort and external 
market situation can lead to resilient market value creation [Microsoft], 
it can be turn out to be non-resilient upon decreasing dependency on 
profitability of R&D (OI/R) [Panasonic].

v.    Matured products/services as well as R&D which have lost attractiveness 
in the market may result in negative dependency and non-resilient market 
value creation [Ericsson, NEC, Sony].

Drivers for resilience in resilient firms and their mechanism for resilience 
can be summarized as Table 4.
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Table 4 : Drivers for Resilience in Resilient Firms 

Resilient firms Drivers for resilience Mechanism for resil-
ience

Apple Dependency on high R&D prof-
itability while restraining its 
elasticity

Efficient functional-
ity development while 
minimizing risk taking

Canon Effective utilization of external 
resources in innovation

Minimum dependency 
on high risk R&D while 
maximizing the benefit 
of open innovation

Samsung Hybrid management of tech-
nology between indigenous 
R&D and assimilation of 
spillover technology

Synergy effect for 
efficient functional-
ity development and 
minimum risk taking

Microsoft Balanced dependency be-
tween internal R&D effort 
and external market situation

Harness the vigor of 
market while main-
taining indigenous 
vigor

 
STRUCTURAL SOURCE OF THE TRAP OF ICT ADVANCEMENT 
Analysis in the preceding section demonstrates that certain R&D matured 
resilient ICT firms manage to maintain sustainable growth while the majority 
of R&D matured ICT firms suffer “the great stagnation” (Cowen, 2011) 
because of the trap of ICT advancement as reviewed under the heading ‘Great 
Stagnation in ICT Matured Economics’. Success in resilient ICT firms can 
largely be attributed to efficient functionality development by maximizing R&D 
profitability (e.g., Apple) and open innovation (e.g., Canon) while minimizing 
the possibility of risk taking by restraining elasticity of such profitability (e.g. 
Apple) and depending on spillover effect (e.g. Canon). 
    Given that these business model enables resilient firms to maintain 
sustainable growth despite fatal nature of the great stagnation subsequent to 
the high dependency on the advancement of ICT centered by the dramatic 
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advancement of the Internet, following two faces as illustrated in Fig. 11 can 
be postulated as a possible source of the trap of ICT advancement.

    

Figure 11: ICT’s Identical Two Faces
Fig. 11 illustrates ICT’s identical two faces. Advancement of ICT generally 
contributes to enhanced price of technology by increasing new functionality 
development. However, the dramatic advancement of the Internet reacts to 
decline price of technology due to its nature by freebies, easy copy and mass 
standardization. Consequently, price of technology in highly R&D intensive 
economies may change to declining trend resulting in decreasing their growth 
rate as outlined in Fig. 12. This can be the structural source of the trap of 
ICT advancement compelling ICT advanced nations/firms suffering a vicious 
cycle between advancement of ICT and its marginal productivity6 decrease as 
reviewed in section 2. 

Production function and growth rate of ICT firms can be depicted as follows:

                        

 
Figure 12: Scheme of the Great Stagnation due to the Decrease in 

Technology Price
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Given the foregoing circumstances, ICT firms endeavor should focus on 
accelerating price increase by means of successive efficient new func-
tionality development while minimizing price decrease factors by outsourcing 
them to other parties.  

Noteworthy accomplishments demonstrated by resilient global ICT 
firms as analyzed in the preceding section support this postulate and provide 
us constructive suggestions supportive to constructing new business model 
satisfying both efficiency and resilience in a global competitive market.   

These accomplishments suggest the following co-evolutionary 
acclimatization system that enables both ICT advanced and growing 
economies to harness the vigor of counterparts. While R&D matured ICT 
firms enable further advancement of ICT, it results in declining its productivity. 
Thus, such advancement should be addressed with the advancement of R&D 
increasing ICT firms which enjoy a virtuous cycle between its advancement 
and productivity increase leading to sustainable growth as reviewed in Fig. 5 if 
its ICT advancement turns out to enabling position.

Figure 13: Scheme of Co-evolutionary Acclimatization in Global ICT Firms

LESSONS FROM RESILIENT MODEL
ICT Advanced Economies: A case of Singapore
As reviewed in section 3, contrary to conspicuous economic growth in ICT 
growing economies, GDP growth rates in countries among ICT advanced 
economies have demonstrated the great stagnation except for Singapore.

Sources of Singapore’s resilient development trajectory can be observed 
in its NEWater (recycled water) development dynamism as illustrated in Fig. 
14. Securing water is a crucial survival strategy for Singapore (Chew et al., 
2010). In order to accomplish this survival strategy, Singapore endeavored 
to explore technology driven water starting from importing advanced 
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membrane technology from USA and Japan (Phase 1). Then it endeavored 
to transit from learning to indigenous technology development (Phase 2). It 
further endeavored to accelerate exporting developed indigenous technology 
(Phase 3) and co-evolutionary acclimatization of global best practices through 
exporting activities (Phase 4). 

Figure 14: NEWater Development Dynamism in Singapore
Source: Chew et al (2010)

Based on such a stepwise endeavor Singapore succeeded in sourcing 40% 
of water through technology driven water (30% on NEWater and 10% on 
desalination). It attempts to increase such dependency to double by 2061 
(50% on NEWater and 30% on desalination). 

Through the course of accomplishing such survival strategy Singapore 
has created dual innovation-consumption co-emergence structure which 
can be considered the source enabling it as exceptional sustainable growth 
despite bi-polarization structure resulting in stagnating sustainable growth in 
ICT advanced economies as reviewed in Fig. 5.

Global ICT Firms

(1)   Apple
As reviewed in section 3, Apple depends largely on high R&D profitability 
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(OI/R) while restraining its elasticity. This structure enables acceleration 
of price increase by means of successive efficient new functionality 
development while minimizing price decrease factors by outsourcing them 
to other parties as postulated in the preceding section as effective strategy 
in overcoming the trap of ICT advancement.

Fig. 15 illustrates this business model. Apple focuses its own resources 
on high value added business such as design, planning, marketing and 
after-service while entrusting manufacturing which is relatively adds lower 
value and higher risk to Japan and EMS thereby maximizing the merit 
of international division and learning and absorption effects. Based on 
this strategy it has succeeded to construct co-evolutionary acclimatization 
dynamism between comparative advantage in its indigenous strength and 
that of external resources leading to harness the vigor of ICT growing 
economies.

Figure 15: Apple’s Business Model in Overcoming the Trap of ICT 
Advancement

(2)   Canon 

As compared in Fig. 6, notwithstanding new beyond anticipation stream 
as dramatic advancement of the Internet, digitalization of manufacturing, 
new stream of emerging economies, and growing anger of consumers that 
impacted its rival firms as Panasonic, Sony and Sharp resulting in suffering 
them significant deficits, Canon has maintained sufficient profits. This 
can be attributed to its unique business model based on co-evolutionary 
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acclimatization strategy. 
  Canon’s identical business model starts from its technological 

diversification strategy as illustrated in Fig. 16 (Watanabe, Lei and Ouchi, 
2009).

Figure 16: Canon’s Technological Diversification Strategy

Starting from camera, Canon endeavored technological diversification strat-
egy inducing intra technology learning such as coping machine, printers and 
digital camera.

Another noteworthy strategy is coopetition - cooperation and 
competition strategy. While Canon succeeded to develop market leading 
printers, it terminated PCs production in 1998 and provides opportunity 
to utilize attractive printers essential for the advancement of PCs to rival 
firms as NEC, Fujitsu, Sony and Toshiba. Through such cooperation and 
competition: coopetition strategy by means of attractive printers, crystal of 
intra technology learning, Canon has been able to obtain external learning, 
crystal of PCs technology developed by rival firms thereby constructed a 
virtuous cycle between its printers and rival firms PCs as illustrated in Fig. 
17.
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Figure 17; Virtuous Cycle between Canon Printers and PCs

In addition to such a virtuous cycle, Canon endeavored to harness the vigor of mo-
bile phones development in consumers market. While Canon has never involved 
in mobile phones handset development, it can harness the vigor in the market 
activated by its attractive digital camera. In response to activated demand in the 
market rival firms (majority of them are PC producers and users of Canon’s print-
ers) endeavors development of advanced handsets which can be learned by Canon 
through coopetition between printers and PCs. Fig. 18 demonstrates this dyna-
mism in co-emerging innovation and consumption through “in-vitro fertilization.”

Based on the foregoing stepwise endeavor as individual technology, intra-
technology learning, coopetition and in-vitro fertilization, Canon established 
unique business model in co-emerging innovation and consumption as 
demonstrated in Fig. 19. This is similar to Singapore’s innovation-consumption 
co-emergence structure and can be considered the source of its resilience against 
beyond anticipation issues as demonstrated in Fig. 6.

Figure 18: Dynamism in Co-emerging Innovation and Consumption 
– In-vitro Fertilization
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Figure 19: Canon’s Business Model in Co-emerging Innovation and 
Consumption

CONCLUSION
In light of the significant impacts on global economy both nations and firms 
derived from the dramatic advancement of information and communication 
technology (ICT), particularly bi-polarization between ICT advanced and 
growing economies compelling a vicious cycle between ICT advancement and 
its productivity decline in the former economies, its institutional sources of 
resilience were analyzed. 

Based on an empirical analysis comparing technopreneurial performance 
in world top 500 ICT firms by market value, sales and profit over the last 
decade, resilient firms maintaining top 100 position in the world based on  all 
three factors over the period under study were identified.  

An empirical analysis identifying governing factors to resilient market 
creation was conducted focusing on 10 selected high R&D intensive ICT firms 
both with resilient and non-resilient structure.

Based on this analysis, structural sources of ICT trap was elucidated. 

Noteworthy findings include

(i)  Dependency on high R&D profitability (OI/R) while restraining its 
elasticity enables efficient functionality development while minimizing 
risk taking leading to resilient market value creation .

(ii) Effective utilization of external resources in innovation also enables  
minimum dependency on high risk R&D while maximizing the benefit of 
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open innovation and leads to resilient market value creation.
(iii) Hybrid management of technology between indigenous R&D and 

assimilation of spillover technology can lead to resilient market value 
creation.

(iv) While balanced dependency between internal R&D effort and external 
market situation can lead to resilient market value creation, it can be turned 
out to be non-resilient one upon decreasing dependency on OI/R.

(v)  Matured products/services as well as R&D, which have lost attractiveness 
in the market may result in negative dependency and non-resilient market 
value creation.

(vi) ICT firms endeavor should focus on accelerating price increase by means 
of successive efficient new functionality development while minimizing 
price decrease factors by outsourcing them to other parties.  

(vii)Noteworthy accomplishments demonstrated by resilient global ICT 
firms support this postulate and provide us with constructive suggestions 
supportive to constructing new business model satisfying both efficiency 
and resilience in a global competitive market.

These findings provide the following policy suggestions:

(i) R&D investment strategy should be carefully examined taking special 
attention of the two-sided nature of ICT with its prices decrease possibility.

(ii) Given the bi-polarization between R&D matured and R&D increasing ICT 
firms, policy facilities should be carefully provided by paying balanced 
attention to both economies.

(iii) Institutional facilities leveraging the construction of co-evolutionary 
acclimatization structure in global ICT firms should be provided on 
priority basis.

(iv) Technopreneurial strategy endeavoring harness the vigor of counter parts 
in the global ICT market should be encouraged, thus co-evolutional 
acclimatization should be leveraged. 

(v) Platform creating hybrid management of technology fusing indigenous 
R&D and assimilated spillover technology should be facilitated.

(vi) Policy systems removing organizational inertia clinging to matured 
products/services as well as R&D that have lost attractiveness in the 
market should be accelerated.

Points of future works are summarized as follows

(i) In order to generalize these suggestions, analyses of other high-technology 
sectors and firms should be conducted.

(ii) A comparative analysis of institutional factors influencing the resilience of 
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firms should be conducted.
(iii) Further study should be focused on the resilience assessment of innova-

tion value chain. 
ENDNOTES
1. Fig. 1 demonstrated by NRI as a proxy of nation’s ICT advancement 

which consists of Environment (Political and regulatory environment, 
Business and innovation environment), Readiness (Infrastructure and 
digital content, Affordability), Usage (Individual usage, Business usage, 
Government usage), and Impact (Economic impact, Social impact).

2.    

where S: sales, N: carrying capacity, T: technology stock, R: R&D 
expenditure,  : rate of obsolescence of technology, g: R&D increasing rate 
at the initial stage, and a, b: coefficients.

3.  As far as the years 2007 and 2010 concerned, while Apple was not R&D 
matured firms, given its high R&D performance in recent years exceeding 
R&D matured firms, it is included in this assessment. 

4. PMI is an indicator of economic health of manufacturing sector based on 
five major indicators: new orders, inventory levels, production, supplier 
deliveries, and the employment environment.

5. Apple demonstrates conspicuously high OI/R as illustrated in Fig. 9.

 It dramatically increased this ratio after 2008.

6. Given that the firms seek to profit maximum in the competitive market, 
marginal productivity of technology corresponds to relative price of 
technology (ratio of technology price and price of products).
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